
Celebrity  News:  Best  Ugly
Christmas Sweaters

By Katie Gray

It’s now sweater weather for our favorite celebrities and
celebrity couples. ‘Tis the season to be jolly and take out
your  cute,  ugly  Christmas  sweaters!  Regardless  of  your
religion and what holidays you celebrate, everyone likes to
rock an “ugly Christmas sweater” in the winter time. In fact,
it’s  super  common  to  have  these  sweater-themed  parties.
Whether you’re going to a party, a red carpet event, work or
are staying at home, it’s always fun to sport one of these
looks during this time of the year. Deck the halls with lots
of cozy, cute, ugly Christmas sweaters!
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Cupid  has  compiled  the  five  best
celebrity ugly Christmas sweaters:

1. 5 Seconds of Summer: Boy band 5 Seconds of Summer includes:
Calum Hood, Ashton Irwin, Michael Clifford, and Luke Hemmings.
Not only can they sing, but they can rock the ugly Christmas
sweater look effortlessly! Last year at the huge Jingle Ball
radio event, each member wore a personalized ugly sweater just
for the occasion!

2.  Harry  Styles:  Pop  singer  Harry  Styles  enjoys  a  good,
“Christmas  jumper,”  as  he  has  posted  previously  on  his
Instagram. His name says it all — he has style – even in an
ugly Christmas sweater!

3. Sofia Coppola: Film director and actress, Sofia Coppola, is
all for a good theme. She directed the musical comedy “A Very
Murray Christmas” in New York City, so she wore a Bill Murray
ugly Christmas sweater to fit the theme! All is merry and
bright indeed.

Related Link: Celebrity Couples We Want To Reunite

4. Tia Mowry & Cory Hardrict: The celebrity couple that wears
ugly sweaters together, stays together. Husband and wife, and
fellow actors, Tia Mowry and Cory Hardrict both wore bold ugly
Christmas sweaters on the red carpet last year to the premiere
of “The Night Before” film.

Related Link: Best Celebrity Couple Engagement Rings

5. Giuliana Rancic: She’s a member of the Fashion Police on
E!,  but  that  doesn’t  mean  she  minds  wearing
something  outrageous  from  time  to  time.  Giuliana  Rancic,
entertainment host, wore a Christmas sweater last winter in
New York City for the Kohl’s Holiday Gifting Truck.

What  are  your  favorite  celebrity  ugly  Christmas  sweaters?
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Comment below!
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Nikki Reed and Ian Somerhalder

Like many of us, the actors, who tied the knot this summer,
have a passion for animals and consider their pets to be their
babies. Photo: Willie Pena/Diana Pena / PRPhotos.com

‘Sister,  Sister’  Star  Tia
Mowry and Actor Husband Cory
Hardrict Are Expecting
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Former Sister, Sister star Tia Mowry and her actor husband
Cory Hardict are expecting their first child this July, People
reports.  The expecting couple got married in 2008 in Santa
Barbra, California.  Mowry is currently on BET’s The Game. A
source close to the couple says, “”This is something that
they’ve wanted for a long time and they’re thrilled.”  The
pregnancy will be documented on a show for the Style Network.

What should you think about before having a child?

Cupid’s Advice:

Bringing home a baby is one of the most exciting new chapters
a relationship can take on.  But before you and your partner
decide to add on to your family, sit down and consider just
what all goes into raising a child:

1. Cost: Not only are babies expensive, but the pregnancy and
birth is as well.  New clothes for your growing belly and a
new room to furnish are two other factors, so there’s a lot
of preparation that goes into those nine months leading up to
the birth.

2. New roles: After your maternity leaves ends, decide who



will be the the breadwinner and who will be the caretaker.
 Decide whether daycare is an option.  Sometimes it is more
convenient for the father to become a stay-at-home dad.  Find
out how he feels about that.

3. Values and morals: You and your husband may connect on
every level and feel like you’ve discussed every topic there
is, but bringing a child into the world will bring out a whole
new slew of conversation starters.  Come to a consensus about
what values you will raise your children.


